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Site Size: 118,494 SF 
Building Size: 69,500 SF (30,800 SF Footprint) 
Number of Units: 90 
Building Height: Two-Story 34’ Maximum 
Front Set Back: Varies, minimum 70’ 
Parking: 46 Spaces 

THE HACIENDA ASSISTED SENIOR LIVING QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

1. What are the benefits to the Coto Residents? 

The Hacienda at Coto de Caza assisted senior living community will provide a home for aging residents or for 
parents/grandparents of residents without having to leave Coto. This development will clean up a site that has been an 
unoccupied, deteriorating eyesore for five years.  

2. How will it fit inside Coto? 

Architecturally the buildings will be designed to fit into Coto with a Rancho/Hacienda style.  Access control will be 
consistent with any other commercial use within Coto.  Watermark and its development and planning partners, 
Chandler Pratt and Oxbow, are willing to work with association representatives to help ensure compatibility in design 
and operation.  For example, if traffic is a problem at a particular intersection or the gate at certain hours, Watermark 
will schedule its shifts and deliveries to avoid these hours.  There are few other uses, including residential, where this 
level of cooperation and mitigation is possible.  Similarly, the Watermark team is very willing to work with the 
community to find a design vernacular if the current design is determined not to “fit” into the Coto neighborhood.  

3. Will there be a significant traffic impact?  In addition, how does it compare to the traffic volumes of the former 
school? 

RK Engineering Group, Inc., a locally experienced and respected traffic-engineering firm, completed a traffic study for 
the proposed use. Their results indicate that traffic is significantly lower than the previous school use. Using industry 
standard analytical methods that are approved and used extensively by The County of Orange, the RK Engineering 
report examined peak morning (7am - 9am) vehicle trips and peak afternoon/evening (5pm -7pm) vehicle trips to 
determine the likely project generated traffic. The proposed assisted living use produces 12 peak-hour morning trips 
and 20 peak-hour afternoon/evening trips. These levels are only 11% and 25% of the peak traffic generated by the 
former school use that produced 107 peak-hour morning trips and 80 peak-hour afternoon/evening trips.  
 
The RK Engineering report is independently supported by Watermark’s project staffing analysis (see answer 5 below).  
During the morning shift, there will be approximately 18 staff arriving at 6:00 am; 4 staff arriving at 8:30 am; and 6 
staff arriving at 9:00 am, with approximately four staff leaving the night shift at about 6:00 am. This means that most 
of our morning traffic will avoid the 7 a.m. to 9 a.m. peak period. Total trips during this period would be about 10 per 
day, varying slightly each day. Similarly, Watermark’s afternoon staffing schedule shows approximately 11 staff leaving 
between 5:00 and 7:00 and no staff arriving during that same period.  Traffic coming from food and other deliveries 
and will only be permitted between, say 9:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. Our experience is that a few resident visitors are 
disbursed throughout the day, with a few more in the early evening. Please keep in mind that many of these visitors 
(our studies indicate that as many as 50%) will be driving from homes within Coto.  In short, RK Engineering’s report 
concludes that their traffic analysis is very close to, if not greater than, Watermark’s staffing and traffic analysis and 
expectations based on many years of experience across the country.   
 
To put this all in perspective, with visitors, deliveries and staff, we expect there will be approximately 10 trips during 
the peak morning hours and 11 during the peak afternoon/early evening period.  This is further evidence that this 
proposed use is indeed a quiet and very compatible use for this property compared with just about any residential or 
commercial use that can be envisioned for the site. 
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4. Will there be any significant parking and lighting impacts? 

The County of Orange zoning code requires one space per every four beds in a community such as this, which equates 
to 25 required parking spaces. We are proposing 46 spaces for this site.  We believe we will have abundant parking for 
this use.  
 
While we have yet to specify exact landscape and parking lot lighting fixtures for use at this development, we agree to 
select fixtures that minimize any impact on neighboring homes. 

5. What is the proposed total number of staff necessary to serve the project? 

There will be approximately 62-64 full time equivalent staff members during a 24-hour day that are necessary to serve 
the proposed assisted living community when it reaches stabilized occupancy of 95%.  This is broken down into the 
following numbers by category: 

Executive Director 1.0 Community Life Associates 1.0 

Asst. Exec/Programming Director 1.0 Maintenance Director 1.0 

Business Office Manager 1.0 Maintenance Staff 2.0 

Sales Director 1.0 Housekeepers 2.0 

Sales Associate 1.0 Driver 1.4 

Reception 2.1 Dining Room Manager 1.0 

Director of Nursing 1.0 Dining Services Director 1.0 

Assistant Director of Nursing 1.0 Dining Room Staff 5–7 

Licensed Practical Nurse 1.4 Kitchen Staff 4.6 

Caregivers 32.5 TOTAL 62-64 

Obviously since this is a 24-hour per day, seven day per week operation, the number of staff onsite during any of the 
shifts is significantly less than 64 at any given time.  The table shown below shows the numbers of staff persons during 
the various hours and shifts over the course of an operating day. 

Staff: Management, Housekeeping, Maintenance, Reception, Transportation 

Hour Weekday Staff Weekend Staff 

12 midnight - 6 am 6 6 

6 am to 6:30 am 10 10 

6:30 am to 8 am 20 20 

8 am to 9 am 24 23 

9 am to 2:30 pm 31 24 

2:30 pm to 4 pm 27 21 

4 pm. to 5 pm 23 17 

5 pm to 6:30 pm 16 16 

6:30 pm to 10 pm 10 10 

10 pm to 12 midnight 6 6 

6. What about the concerns of increased ambulance traffic and noise? 

David Freshwater, Watermark’s Chairman, reached out to several of the Executive Directors at similarly sized 
Watermark communities for a confirmation of the actual number of emergency vehicles that are logged at those 
communities. The survey results confirmed that emergency vehicles transporting residents on a non-emergency basis 
(that is without lights or siren) along with the actual number of emergency vehicle visits, totaled only about 3-5 per 
week.  Residents of assisted living and memory care communities do have emergencies and require response from or 
transportation by ambulances on occasion, but the frequency of these types of visits are far less than what would be 
experienced in a nursing and rehab facility.  

7. Is this development compatible with the preservation of the protected community concept?  What about security of 
the community? 

We believe we can manage access to the facility without compromising the protected nature of the Coto gated 
community in a manner similar to the other commercial and private enterprises operating within the gates.  It is a 
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given that no community is completely “protected” from outsiders.  Workers from outside the gates are utilized for a 
number of uses inside Coto.  The golf and country club facilities, the equestrian facilities, and tennis facilities all have 
guests and a myriad of workers that are integral to their success.  On occasion, every homeowner in Coto hires 
workers – yard maintenance, repair people, carpenters, electrician, plumbers and the like – to help maintain their 
homes.  Our community will also have workers, but every person working in our community is subjected to a rigorous 
criminal background and reference check before being permitted to start work.  As a licensed facility in the State of 
California, Watermark must adhere to this standard or face sanctions by the State.  We believe that this safeguard 
places us a step ahead of all the other commercial and private enterprises operating within the gates of Coto.  
Watermark is also open to discussing other operational guidelines that help mitigate the Coto community’s concern 
about our staff and vendors infiltrating the neighborhood once they are through the gate. 
 
Watermark is committed to being a good neighbor starting now and continuing when we are open and operating.  The 
commitments made during the approval process to win the Coto residents’ support are commitments that we will live 
with during the entire duration of our ownership and operation of the community once open.  We take this 
responsibility and our commitments very seriously. 

8. Since residents pay a premium for gate security, will the project share in those costs? 

When Coto was originally planned, the two commercial properties and private clubs were exempt from being 
governed by or burdened from any fees imposed by the homeowners association in Coto. These many years later, we 
understand and appreciate that this is a concern of many of the Coto residents.  We would not expect to have the 
gated entry access and security free.  We are willing to work out an equitable sharing of the costs for these services.  

9. What about residents’ concerns that this project will negatively affect property values? 

The property in its current dilapidated condition is arguably affecting surrounding property values.  As proposed, our 
development will cost close to $25 million and represent the best current architectural designs.  This significant 
investment and dramatic positive upgrade will significantly improve the area and not diminish the surrounding 
property values. 
 
As to the contention that some residents have voiced, there is absolutely no evidence that senior living communities in 
residential neighborhoods have ever reduced surrounding property values.  In fact we can cite a number of studies 
that addressed this topic, and in all cases, the findings refuted this contention.  For example, a few years ago a leading 
national appraisal firm, Health Trust, was hired to evaluate residential properties adjacent to and surrounding a senior 
housing community in a high-end Connecticut residential neighborhood.  Their report concluded that there was no 
reduction in value of homes surrounding this senior living community when compared to homes further removed in 
the neighborhood or in similar sized homes in other comparable neighborhoods.  In short, this study concluded there 
was no negative impact whatsoever.  Similarly, in a 2001 white paper written by Emil Malizia, PhD, and Harvey Singer 
commissioned by the National Investment Center, property values were one of the issues that was investigated related 
to the impacts of senior housing development (the topic of the paper).  The authors cited four reports that addressed 
this issue and stated that none concluded that there was any long-term negative impact on property values for houses 
in neighborhoods in which senior housing developments were built.

1 

1Beals and Thomas, Inc. 1996; Ding et al 2000; Carroll and Clauretie 1999; and US Housing and Urban Development 2000 as cited in Impacts of Senior 
Care Development on Surrounding Communities, 2001 – National Investment Center 

10. Explain the suitability of senior housing adjacent to the equestrian facilities. 

Senior housing is a very suitable use for this site.  Traffic is very low and the residents are very quiet. The buildings will 
be designed with interior circulation (like at a hotel) and will of course provide central heating and air conditioning. As 
planned there will be three interior courtyards that will provide exterior access for residents, one of which that will be 
slightly below grade for the memory care residents.  Houses or townhouses built on this site are likely to have 
backyards facing the equestrian center.  These yards typically include swimming pools, barbecues, and even kids 
playing on swing sets and the like.  Flies and or smells coming from the equestrian center could be an issue for those 
uses.  We do not have the same concerns for our use because of the project design and layout.   
 
In fact, the immediate proximity of equestrian facility was a major factor in attracting Watermark to this site.  
Watermark, through its equine-assisted therapy consultants (www.adventuresinawarness.net) intends to integrate 
equestrian-focused therapies into the project’s assisted living and memory care programming.  Watermark is very 
pleased that the equestrian facilities are so close and accessible. 
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11. The promotional materials for this facility mention a proposed Equine Therapy Program in cooperation with the 
stables adjoining the property but questions about the health and safety of seniors in such an environment have 
been raised. 

We understand these concerns.  When David Freshwater and the Watermark team first heard about equine-assisted 
therapy, they were at first concerned and frankly skeptical about the applicability and effectiveness of this form of 
therapy in their communities primarily because of the frail population being served.  As we investigated equine 
therapy, visited other properties, and met the active players across the country, our opinion began to change.  The 
more we learned and the more case studies we reviewed convinced us that including equine therapy in our 
programming would offer amazing health and well-being benefits to our residents.  As an equine therapy industry 
pioneer, Barbara Rector, founder of Adventures in Awareness, has been involved in equine therapy programs for 
nearly 40 years.  Barbara has designed and implemented equine programs throughout the US and abroad.  We are 
100% confident that under Barbara’s guidance we will be able to implement an equine therapy program in Coto that is 
not only compatible but also quite beneficial to our residents.  One must keep in mind that there are several kinds of 
equine-assisted therapies, few, if any require residents to actually mount and ride a horse.  The benefits to the 
residents are derived from merely being in the presence of a horse.  For example, equine-assisted psychotherapy 
programs have proven to be quite effective in our population to help with issues of depression due to loss, a very 
common problem experienced by a number of seniors in assisted living communities.  

12. What is the Operator’s experience in operating other facilities of this kind?  What happens if the Operator sells to 
another Operator? 

Watermark’s only business is as owner and operator of senior living communities and programs around the country.  
It, and its predecessor, The Fountains, have been in business for over 25 years.  It currently operates 32 communities in 
15 states and cares for over 6,500 residents.  We operate a number of senior housing communities (many much larger 
than what we are proposing here) in the middle of residential neighborhoods.  All of them fit nicely and are compatible 
in the local neighborhoods. 
 
As Operators we have a vested interest in fitting into the neighborhoods in which we develop because once a 
development is finished, we are going to be neighbors for a long time into the future.   We intend to operate this 
community after it is developed for many years into the future.  This said, it would be impossible and disingenuous to 
promise that the community would NEVER be sold and therefore be operated by another Operator.  It is possible 
however to put restrictions on the land use approval that would run with the property.  For example, if Watermark 
promises not to have deliveries until after 9:00 am and not after 4:00 pm, this restriction could be placed in the land 
use approval and would govern all future Operators of this property.  We are very willing to work with the Coto Boards 
in writing such restrictions to make them enforceable and survive Watermark’s ownership tenure. 
 
The reputation of any senior housing community is a big factor in its success.  We and our partners, Chandler Pratt, 
would not want to risk jeopardizing our relationship with the residents of Coto de Caza not only because our ethics 
wouldn’t allow it but also because it simply wouldn’t be good business. 
 
We welcome the opportunity to take concerned Coto residents on a tour of one or all three of our Southern California 
properties.  A tour will quickly demonstrate how benign this use is and how well the proposed senior housing 

community “fits” in this Coto location.  Please see www.watermarkcommunities.com for more information. 

13. What happens to this facility if the project is built and fails? 

Watermark, its equity partners and lenders are very careful in selecting sites on which to develop new senior housing 
communities.  New developments must meet rigid standards in terms of demand, potential penetration and long-term 
viability (that is, protection against future competition).  We feel and the studies we have conducted support that this 
site meets all these rigorous standards.  Importantly, Watermark has never owned a project that has failed. 

14. How can Watermark insure that the Project will not be converted to a drug or alcohol rehab facility in the 
future? 

Allen Matkins, a highly regarded California law firm, was engaged to address this concern.   After researching the 
applicable statutes, Allen Matkins advised that Watermark could prevent the Project from being converted to a drug or 
alcohol rehab facility by placing a deed restriction on the property prohibiting all residential or other overnight 
sleeping accommodation uses other than senior living.  This restricts an entire group of uses that are not protected 
under Fair Housing or Civil Rights legislation while not discriminating against specific protected uses. 


